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Due to personal reasons, I plan to leave fairly soon, and will no longer be able to discuss this CYOA or answer questions about it. So in
advance, I thought I'd put together a sort of "explanation/commentary post', outlining lore connections/references/symbolism that might be
missed without a very in-depth read. Basically a post de-mystifying every part of the CYOA that I'm capable of de-mystifying - so if you prefer
the sense of mystery and connecting the dots yourself, (or you just don't care about all the esoteric references) it might be best to skip.

Going over every tiny reference/narrative choice would be unreasonably long and boring, so for the most part I'll be focusing on stuff that I
think is important, or connections that might be more difficult to puzzle out.

Also want to note that I very much support Death of/to the Author. I'm outlining my intents here, but the real meaning of it all isn't ultimately
for me to decide. I encourage drawing your own meaning from the CYOA itself beyond what I write here, even if it happens to conflict with
my own interpretation. All I'm writing here is what the words meant to me.

Spoilers, obviously. Going through the characters in page order, starting with...

A fairly simple, heartwarming story about helping a sword find their confidence and growing together with them. I think the feeling of "I've
made too many mistakes and squandered my past, and now there's no hope for my future" is fairly common and relatable among people of
my generation (or maybe it's a human universal, who knows), and if there's an "aesop" to Ruby's story, it'd be about rejecting that line of
thinking and just living the best life you can today. Simple and uncomplicated themes for the first character.

Ruby's page, as a whole, is a reference to the structure of my first (NSFW) CYOA, Weapon Waifu, wherein you design a weapon and a partner
at the same time. The way Ruby's sword shape corresponds to their interests follows somewhat similar mechanics to those in Weapon Waifu
(actually editing Ruby's appearance and personality would've felt very morally questionable, on top of not working with the character-driven
story format, but giving them a few new interests/skills felt okay.) The names of the Void Shroud and Ever Timer Inclusions reference two
materials with similar powers from Weapon Waifu. The dancing with a partner=wielding a weapon detail also came from Weapon Waifu, and
is probably one of the only aspects of that CYOA apart from the basic idea that I still look back on fondly.

Ruby is one of the few companions where I chose their name deliberately to mean something, instead of just because I thought it sounded
cool. In this case, their name comes from the Celestial Ruby, one of many names for the Philosopher's Stone. Their story is filled with many
references to alchemy, both in the historic protoscientific sense and in the more modern psychological sense, where it's used as a model for
the individuation process, notably by Carl Jung. It's worth noting here that the word "anima" in Anima Blade was also adapted by Jung for use
in psychology - in Latin, it originally meant something like "soul" or "animating force" (a related term being Animism, the belief that all
objects/places/etc. are alive and have a soul), while Jung used the term in his psychology to mean "the unconscious feminine side of a man."
Considering that Anima Blades are living swords of indeterminate gender, I think both definitions are relevant.

"Chrysopoeia" is the term for the process of transmuting base metals into gold using the Philosopher's Stone (and Ruby's unrefined sword
form is, at one point, referred to as "base metal") Mt. Carmot is a reference to Carmot, a legendary alchemical substance said to be pivotal in
creating the Philosopher's Stone. Ruby is described as being on "stage 12" of the forging process, referring to the 12 stages of the Great
Work in alchemy. The metals being magical liquids stored in glass bottles reflects the popular, modern, fantastical depictions of alchemy with
magical potions. The small background icons in the "windows" on Ruby's page include depictions of the Squared Circle, symbolizing the
Philosopher's Stone. (And swords, which are a bit more recognizable.) And the page ends with a mention of the Great Work, the ultimate
goal in alchemy.

suggesting the idea of a blade, but with very little clear individuation between any of the parts

Individuation is used here to directly refer to the lack of distinction between the parts of the sword, but also subtly used in the psychological
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sense to refer to Ruby's stunted personal mental growth following their abuse.

[...]”but apparently somebody already paid our ticket...for some reason. I don't really know why...”

Maybe the unnamed guide from the first page, who seemed to have some sympathy for Ruby; maybe some kind stranger who wanted to
help - this world, as a whole, is a kind one...even if Ruby happened to have terrible luck in the pseudo-parental figure department.

A less optimistic possibility is that it was just a clerical error brought about by the Fortune Fare.

Stars are used as a motif to some extent on every page, with slightly varying meanings. They appear on Ruby's page as the Celestial Wyvern,
where they represent "fate" as an enemy to be resisted and defeated. It doesn't work out so well in this instance.

Stars being a motif on every page could be seen as foreshadowing about how Polaris (sharing the name of star) watches and reads through
every page just as the player does, along with simply being a shared motif to tie all the pages together.

Every page also contains at least a little bit of metafiction. In Ruby's case, it's in the description of the rapier mold.

"I've tried my hand at writing before, but only managed to do weird, sappy romance with no deeper substance or meaning."

All of the characters have small pieces of my personality in them, and Ruby's comment here could be read as an indirect self-jab at my own
writing and the CYOA itself. Obviously, I don't think the story's meaningless, or I wouldn't be here writing all this - but it still highly resembles
the kind of self-defacing criticism I might make when I get into one of my Moods.

The Hermit - Ruby

Wikipedia: Prudence, circumspection;[...]unreasoned caution[...]The card is usually thought to connote aspects of healing/recovery,
particularly the kind that happens over time.

Also, Hermit forms an almost-pun with Hermes, an incredibly influential figure in alchemy. Temperance might've worked for Ruby too, with
the pun of "tempering" a sword...but the idea of "slow, gradual recovery" ultimately fit Ruby far better than Dante.

Ruby's transformation after consuming the Inclusions references kintsugi, the art of repairing broken objects with gold lacquer, leaving the
cracks highly visible but using those very imperfections to create something even more beautiful than the original. With a person like Ruby, it
represents a refusal to hide flaws and past trauma, and instead accepting those imperfections as part of the person, growing stronger from
them rather than being destroyed by them.

For those that care about power levels: Ruby really is incredibly weak at the end of their page - you'd have trouble fighting even a
moderately adept mundane sword-wielder, let alone any kind of magic monsters or anything. But with many years of effort and practice, I
think that, together with their wielder, they could even surpass the likes of Aster and Natsume (left eye). The end of the forging process is
only the beginning of a sword.

A fun, wacky adventure into a dangerous forest with the resident genki girl. The forest's gradual stages of decay as you approach the center
represent the progression of life - beginning with life in its prime in the first Zone, then transitioning to show the first signs of decay, then
reaching old age and death, and the very center showing even the destruction of evidence that there was ever life to begin with. Even the
available food matches this theme, causing symptoms in those that eat it (loss of memories and requiring additional sleep) correlated with
aging. Lily's boundless energy in spite of the environment, and the page ending with the start of new life in the desolate void, represent a
cycle of life, death, and renewal, and at the same time show the rejection of hopelessness and nihilism in a world that may at first glance
seem to demand them - both common themes throughout the whole CYOA.

Lily's page is a reference to my second (NSFW) CYOA, Abyss Diver, having a similar structure, but highly condensed. Lily herself appeared as
a companion in that CYOA, and the world of Hearts Adrift is implied to be part of the same cosmology established in that CYOA. A quick tl;dr
of the relevant points from Abyss Diver: every imaginable world/universe/multiverse, fiction or otherwise, is simultaneously contained within
and composed of an infinitely-long snake devouring its own tail, known as the Abyss. It appears visible in every world as a mindbogglingly
deep, incredibly dangerous hole in the earth, and those that manage to reach the "bottom" of such a hole can choose to go deeper to travel
to another world/universe/multiverse. (It can be inferred that Astray also has such a hole somewhere, though it isn't mentioned directly.) It's
implied in both Abyss Diver and Hearts Adrift that Lily has already previously made such successful journeys, possibly many times, and her
world of origin is unknown. Her accounts in Abyss Diver and Hearts Adrift also leave it unclear which of the two comes first from her
perspective - whether, at some point after her time on Earth, she'd proceed to fall down to Astray...or if things occurred the other way
around, and the Lily in Astray hasn't been to Earth yet. Her introductory quote
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"A past life, maybe? Hmm...maybe even a future life?!"

references this.

It's noted in Abyss Diver that the Abyss is not truly eternal, and that, an unimaginable amount of time in the future, it will successfully finish
digesting itself, taking the entirety of everything that is and isn't along with it. The lines describing Hadal Glade hint that it is actually outside
of the Abyss itself - that by entering a glade truly devoid of everything, you've left behind the omniverse of the Abyss and escaped its grasp,
for a time.

One other significant part of the shared lore is Yggdrasil, the World Tree from Norse mythology, and Urðr's Well, a well beneath that tree.
The line Stendr æ yfir grœnn Urðar brunni, old Norse for "It stands forever green over Urðr's Well", appears in both CYOAs. The line comes
from an ancient Norse poem describing Yggdrasil, and it can be inferred that the ash tree seen at the end of Lily's page corresponds to
Yggdrasil, while the Abyss corresponds to Urðr's Well. In planting a new world tree described as being outside of the grasp of the serpents
Jörmungandr and Níðhöggr (representing the Abyss), your journey with Lily plants a seed for a new world/omniverse that can continue to
exist even beyond the inevitable demise of the Abyss. (And, symbolically, represents finding meaning even in the face of death's inevitability.)
The journey is the reward, but preserving all of existence beyond its supposed expiration date is, too.

Some choice quotes about Yggdrasil:

Wikipedia: In stanza 34, Odin says that more serpents (Stretches of the Abyss) lie beneath Yggdrasil "than any fool can imagine"

Wikipedia: In stanza 35, Odin says that Yggdrasil "suffers agony more than men know", as [...] it decays on its sides (Forest of Decay), and
Níðhöggr (The Abyss) bites it from beneath.

The names of the Zones - Blossoming Neritic Orchards, Carmine Bathyal Woods, Atrophied Abyssal Wield, and Hadal Glade reference
progressively deeper and more desolate zones of the ocean. This, combined with the forest's introduction

you might as well be looking out at the sea

brings to mind Aokigahara, Japan's Sea of Trees - perhaps appropriate for a forest representing the progression of life towards death. The
names of Atrophied Abyssal Wield and Hadal Glade in particular also hint at how the Hadal Glade, in a sense, surpasses the Abyss itself.

Stars appear in Lily's page as a source of comfort for travelers in particular, even ignoring their lack of constancy and familiarity given the
circumstances. Something doesn't need to be familiar to bring comfort.

Metafictional aspects of Lily's page include Death to the Author and its ability to change the words of the author to suit the reader's needs.
(The name of the Souvenir is notably self-demonstrating: replacing a single word in the well-known concept of Death of the Author, and
changing the meaning of the phrase as a result.)

The tarot cards in Fool's Journey also have a metafictional aspect, conveying meaning through the page numbers of the CYOA rather than
through in-world means. Each numbered card matches a page of the CYOA and the character(s) in focus on that page (with The Fool – the
protagonist and the one going on the Journey - being the player, naturally.) Justifications for each are given in each character's individual
commentary, but I'll leave Wheel of Fortune here too.

Wheel of Fortune - Page 1's unnamed guide/the companions as a whole

Wikipedia: Destiny, fortune, success, elevation, luck, felicity[...]introduce an element of change in the querent's life, such change being in
station, position or fortune: such as the rich becoming poor, or the poor becoming rich.

In introducing you to the companions, the guide brings about change in your life and allows you to begin your first steps into this new world.
There was also a planned but ultimately unused plot point where the guide's name would be revealed to be Skuld, and the unnamed
narrators from Weapon Waifu and Abyss Diver as Verðandi and Urðr respectively, strengthening the Norse mythology connection and the
role of all the narrators as driving the player's fate. You can decide how canon you want those unused details to be, of course.

The Magician - Lily

Wikipedia: Waite's magician features the infinity symbol over his head, and an ouroboros belt, both symbolizing eternity[...]In front of the
Magician is a garden of Rose of Sharon roses and lily of the valley lilies (Emphasized in the CYOA with the rose and lily icons in Lily's
"windows")[...]the Magician is interpreted with energy, potential, and the manifestation of one's desires[...]A particularly important aspect
of the card's visual symbolism in the Rider-Waite deck is the magician's hands, with one hand pointing towards the sky and the other
towards the earth. Pollack and other writers understand this as a reflection of the Hermetic concept of "as above, so below", where the
workings of the macrocosm (the universe as a whole, understood as a living being) and the microcosm (the human being, understood as a
universe) are interpreted as inherently intertwined with one another ("As above, so below" is also a prominent theme in Abyss Diver,
the phrase itself appearing in Latin in the CYOA)

It's worth noting that the way The Fool and World cards are the two that see through all the other cards is an early hint about how Polaris is



reading through the CYOA, watching it from the same perspective as you and imagining going on all these different journeys with you – The
Fool and The World have the same viewpoint. Looking through this lens, her relation to the player could be said to be much more
symmetrical than initial "fictional/nonfictional" labels might suggest.

The story of a difficult creator and artist, of optimism and reaching for the stars. Being positioned as Astray's creator places him in a similar
position to the author of a story - a role emphasized by the title he's given on Cirrus' page, the "Hand of Creation" - so the metafictional
aspects of the story are a bit more relevant to his page. Of course, if you look at the story from a very pessimistic, technical perspective, he's
not strictly a "true" creator - he didn't create the world, I did, and he's merely a character - hence all of his lore technically being nothing
more than a "Beautiful Lie." (Polaris might say something along those very lines.) Personally, I think that's a depressing line of thought, and I
think Aster would agree - he'd probably reject the existential nonsense outright and search for alternative explanations, even if he had the
same "meta knowledge" that Polaris does.

[...]"and some architects think the tower is sitting at the limit of what Astray's architecture can achieve. Sounds defeatist to me, but
whatever."

Aster's page was written directly after Polaris, and quotes like this serve as a kind of counterpoint to some of the points and attitudes on her
page - his character was designed, in part, to be her ideological polar opposite. Where she looks at the stars and sees lies, impossibilities,
and skyboxes, Aster looks and just sees something that we haven't achieved or can't quite understand, yet. His page, in a sense, is saying to
"ignore impossibilities and keep moving forward until you understand." (This shouldn't be taken as me saying that one character is correct
and the other wrong - I see value in both ideologies, but for me personally, I'm much closer to Polaris' way of thinking in most respects.)

"Don't worry, food security isn't an issue for anyone in this world. I've made sure of that."

Aster took a hands-on approach with Astray's society prior to your arrival, evidently turning it into something of a utopia from behind the
scenes. Judging by Phoebe's backstory, he was probably much more hands-off in the past (which isn't necessarily evil or anything...more of a
neutral god stance), probably leaving society in Astray years/decades/maybe centuries ago closer to those in our world, with all the
misfortune that entails. I like to imagine that him cleaning up Astray's society in preparation for your arrival is kind of like a deity's equivalent
to cleaning up your house before a date visits.

Aster pulling the player down through the Rift, and between two different worlds while bypassing the tunnel of the Abyss altogether, is a
good demonstration of just how powerful he is. However, bending the rules like that was apparently quite difficult and strenuous for him,
and some rules - like the fact that returning upwards to the previous world is impossible - probably still apply. He's powerful enough to bend
the rules a bit, but not enough to carelessly ignore them.

"[...]before I first descended to this planet, it was nothing more than a barren, lifeless ball of mud."

His origin, and where exactly he descended from, are left intentionally uncertain. Descended from a higher plane of existence? From the
stars, directly throwing a minor (still resolvable) wrench into Polaris' theories? From a higher layer of the Abyss? It's anyone's guess.

I do want to take this opportunity to point out a few (mostly/partially unintentional) similarities between Aster and Lily, though. Both share
names with a kind of flower. Taking into account how many countries Lily has visited and how long Aster has spent working on Astray, it can
be inferred that both are quite old - probably much older than normal Earth or Astray humans can usually get. Both have stories involving
them touching the ground, and having something "grow" from that spot - Yggdrasil in Lily's case; the Tower Empyreal in Aster's. Lily's
introduction in Abyss Diver has her self-described (apparently facetiously, seemingly just hinting at how she fell into that world from the
Abyss) as "a pure angel that fell from the sky"; Aster has his wings. Both are incorrigible optimists. Both have LGBT+ symbols in the layout of
their pages - the roses and lilies in Lily's "windows", and the rainbow gradient on Aster's icon. (Lily's is just intended to reference The
Magician tarot and Aster's his palette of colors as an "artist"; only take this seriously if you want to.) Again, most of these were accidental, but
if you choose to believe that Aster arrived at the world that would become Astray via the Abyss, then his apparent similarities to Lily (same
species/world of origin, perhaps?) would lend credence to it. It's possible, anyways.

The Star - Aster

Wikipedia: abandonment;[...]hope bright prospects,[...]Arrogance, haughtiness, impotence. (Impotence/powerlessness in the face of the
Hand of Destruction, if you take the tale on Cirrus' page at face value.)

Also, of course, Aster means "star" in ancient Greek. (A happy accident, as was the "Aster/Astray" connection. A lot of my writing is me being
continuously surprised by how the things I've already written manage to fit together.) The card also depicts a woman pouring jugs of water
into the land and sea, mirroring how he "poured" life and magic into the world, creating its lands and seas.

The star motifs on Aster's page depict, twice, the lights of Astray and its cities being equal to and indistinguishable from the stars in the sky.

Aster



An optimistic reading could expressed as something like "your goals and objects of desire are within reach, no matter how distant they may
seem." An exceptionally pessimistic reading might be "the world is every bit as much of a fabrication as the stars that paint its sky." Aster
would prefer the first interpretation.

To finish this, did you know that the symbol marking the ending of every page - ⁂ - is called an Asterism? In one way, it references how he
plays at being the "author" of this world, with a mark bearing his name on every page. It's worth noting that it does depict three "stars"
together, however, and that the Summer Triangle - referenced on Polaris' page - as well as the real-life star system that the star Polaris is a
part of, are composed of three stars each. Is the mark for Aster, or Polaris? Did Aster create Astray, or did I? It depends on what angle you
want to look at the text from, I guess, but it's probably for the best that I left the questions requiring gratuitous self-reference like this one
for the extra-CYOA commentary. (Aster would still prefer the first interpretation.)

A triumphant march through a pixel winter wonderland with an icy-cool champion. Vivian's page is probably the one with the least amount
of "deeper meaning", being pretty much entirely focused on just having fun - both me just having fun as a writer with all the video game
stuff, and hopefully creating a fun experience for the player, too. Maybe fitting, with all the video game references. Still, there's a few things
to go over here.

The Gates that dot the landscape reference computer logic gates, and Code Crystals refer to code in the sense of computer programming -
placing them in the Gates is meant to be analogous to reprogramming the structure of the land itself to suit your needs. (I...kind of wish I had
called the Trigger and Reaction sections "if()" and "then()" instead, to reinforce the programming references, but I didn't think of that until
after the CYOA was released.)

There's more than a few video game references.

A black wind blows through your body,[...]

Referencing an iconic line from Cave Story.

"the fairies - or I suppose here they call themselves sprites[...]"

As in, pixel art sprites.

The idea of Reaction Abilities was at least partially inspired by the class of abilities in Final Fantasy Tactics (and its sequels) with the same
name. They didn't have the mix-and-match customization aspect, though. The Light Crystals, and the abundance of crystals in general, could
be seen as a further reference to early Final Fantasy games - probably early JRPGs in general, too. The battle with the Grim Centurion and
Vivian's "leaving/joining the party" are further JRPG references.

The dungeon puzzles are reminiscent of those you might find in action-adventure games, like Zelda.

The cooked turkey health-restore is a common feature in many platformers/metroidvanias.

perhaps a mechanical and abstract Boolean flag meant to represent the complex emotions of a relationship[...]

As in, dating sim flags. Probably shouldn't be taken literally; it's just for fun.

you notice a very literal, physical flag rise from the tower, fluttering in the breeze as the sky behind it erupts into fireworks.

Referencing the ending of a level in Super Mario Bros.

The rook chess piece appears as a symbol in the background of Vivian's windows, and as the model for the castle appearing at the end of
her page. It's used to represent Vivian herself - with powerful and direct movement that can quickly turn the tide of the game, matching her
direct, no-nonsense personality. "Castling" also comes to mind, where a rook can directly swap places with a king - Vivian herself isn't royalty
by birth, but she eventually plans to take her place as one.

The Chariot - Vivian

Wikipedia: There is often a black and white motif (chess)[...]self control[...]war, triumph[...]defeat

Also, did you know that the name for Vivian's designated chess piece, "rook", comes from the Persian word rukh, meaning "chariot"? In
ancient proto-forms of chess, the piece originally symbolized a chariot (which really makes much more sense considering the movement of
the piece...), though it eventually evolved to the current "castle" design in modern chess.

"Life's a game. Stick with me if you want to win."

Vivian



Dips into the metafiction a bit for Vivian's story. She probably isn't aware of exactly how accurate her statement is or how fitting all the video
game references are, but from a (somewhat pessimistic) outside perspective, the world she lives in really is all a game.

Star motifs appear briefly in the scene atop the castle, where they represent ambition and chasing distant goals. Simple.

In the center rests a stone pedestal, with a small collection of five or six baubles floating in the air just above.

If the player wins their match with Vivian, then there were always five accessories to choose from, and Vivian got four to pick from
afterwards. If Vivian wins, then there were six to begin with, and Vivian picked an unknown, unseen accessory (CHA? LCK? Anyone's guess.),
leaving the player with five. I briefly considered having her victory actually remove a choice from the selection, but it wasn't really fun, and it
put too much focus on trying to figure out a build that might defeat her instead of picking choices the player would actually want.

Defeating her in this match with just the Reaction Abilities she gives you is very unlikely, but the playing field would be much more even if
you went on her trip after Natsume (left eye) and fought her as a 1-in-a-billion magical prodigy, or after Dante with a team of magical beasts
on your side, or the like. Just about all of the abilities you can get in the CYOA would be valid in the Grand Astray Trials, so it's only natural
that they'd be fair here. (The Omni Reaction was designed mostly with the possibility of other trips' abilities in mind too, opening the door to
any of them being a potential Reaction.)

After Aster's and Cirrus' relatively simple and straightforward personalities, my goal with Dante was to write a slightly more complex guy. (I
don't think simple personalities are a bad thing - they can prove every bit as interesting as more complex characters depending on the story
they're in - but I think variety is good.) This might've been a bad idea - whether it's an issue with Dante himself, with the overly-detailed
biological descriptions I wrote for his magic beasts, or some other reason, I haven't seen even a single build for this broody adventure-
biologist at the time of writing. Poor Dante.

Themes present in his story include accepting and overcoming past mistakes (and the importance of having a sense of scale for those
mistakes, within the bigger picture.) "Being yourself" and discarding masks that aren't helping you also plays a part. Dante's main worry
(extincting the whales) is dispelled very quickly in-story after it's first introduced to the reader, as if the narrative itself signals the triviality of
his worries, telling him to step back and look at them in perspective. He's made bad mistakes, but the world moves on, and there's still ample
room for him to amend them.

Atuin, the name of the Worldwhale, is a reference to Great A'tuin, the turtle in the Discworld series that carries the world on its back.

The name Dante, like most of the character names, was chosen almost entirely because I thought it sounded cool. However, it's worth noting
that, like in Dante Alighieri's settings, Dante's travel destination is split into several distinctive layers...and that Dante Alighieri's Divine
Comedy was known for being split into "9+1" parts - similar to how the CYOA itself is composed of 9 character pages + 1 introductory page,
or alternatively, has 9 characters + 1 extra if you choose to count Natsume twice.

"9 different continents, or maybe 10, depending on how you count them -"

is a further reference to this.

I like to think that the Distant Continents are something like the edges of Aster's canvas, small notes in the margins that were left wildly
unbalanced. Alternatively, maybe he just wanted to create a challenge for people to overcome.

Zodiac Wyvern and Smile Harvest reference two types of monsters found on Ruby's and Lily's pages, respectively. The name Sleekslime
references a weird, nonsensical in-joke I have in my CYOAs, where that naming structure is used with slight alterations - Weapon Waifu
(NSFW) featured a material named Slickslime, Abyss Diver (NSFW) featured an enemy species of slime name Slackslime, and now Hearts
Adrift has a tameable monster named Sleekslime. Just a weird joke to myself, no deeper meaning.

The star motifs in Dante's story take a slightly different angle, where Dante himself was previously a "star" both in the sense of being famous
and being someone who many people looked up too. It didn't work out too well for him.

Temperance - Dante

Wikipedia: moderation, frugality,[...]accommodation[...]disunion, unfortunate combinations, competing interests (The apparent conflict of
interests and meeting of opposites as "adventurer-hero" and "quiet researcher"

The idea of "clashing opposites" is more directly referenced in the ending, with the clashing whalesongs.

Dante



The background music (?) for Dante's page actually occurs in-universe in the ending: the haunting, echoing noise being the whalesong of
Atuin and the school of other whales, the rustling sounds being the leaves and branches of the tree atop Atuin that the player and Dante are
sitting under, and the sounds of wind being the wind rushing past you as Atuin swims through the sky with the two of you on its back. This is
the page's biggest foray into meta stuff.

Dante also directly mentions how the "lonely singing whale" thing sounds like just a cliche metaphor, briefly leaning on the fourth wall.
However, he immediately follows with

"but that's the world I live in...the world I built for myself."

The cliched metaphor is of little consequence to him, because, at least from his perspective, the world he lives in and the pain he feels is
real.

A story about illusions, the subjectivity of reality, and escapism; one that directly holds up a mirror to the two most common kinds of
escapism that people engage in while playing CYOAs (and many other mediums): power fantasies, and fantasies of simple comfort. Told
through the eyes of a bored girl disillusioned with her mundane world (very relatable) and a tired soldier who craves the calm and mundane
(much more difficult for me to personally relate to, but I tried my best.)

I'll be using (left eye) to refer to the nine-tailed chuunibyou and (right eye) to refer to the one-tailed innkeeper, after the icons they use and
the eyes they each use for most of the story.

Natsume is the second character where I specifically chose a name related to their story, instead of just one that I thought was cool. The
name Natsume, written in its most common spelling of 夏⽬, means "summer eyes" - eyes being a frequent symbol throughout her story as
"the way one looks at the world", and summer being the season of escapism, with escapism as a major theme in her story.

The Moon - Natsume

Wikipedia: It illuminates our animal nature[...]Hidden enemies, danger, calumny, darkness, terror, deception, occult forces[...]Instability,
inconstancy, silence, lesser degrees of deception and error

The Sun - Also Natsume

Wikipedia: The conscious mind prevails over the fears and illusions of the unconscious. Innocence is renewed through discovery, bringing
hope for the future[...]It is said to reflect happiness and contentment, vitality, self-confidence and success.

The sun and moon are directly referenced in the icons on Natsume's "windows" and in her story. One possible mythological connection is
the Egyptian god Horus, whose left eye (Horus' perspective) is associated with the moon, and the right with the sun.

The two travel destinations have a kind of odd symmetry to them, with a format of "Time of day corresponding to this world's Natsume -
green gemstone - adjective that one might use to describe the other world". Midnight Emerald Plains, Daybreak Jade Wilds. I think it's a nice
coincidence that the pictures I used for each location both had a deer (or antelope? Deer-adjacent creature at least) in them, in different
situations. Two different ways of looking at a single world.

"the destroyer, the contrast, the demon lord".

See Cirrus' page. If you take the story in the library at face value and you believe Natsume (left eye) is the real one, then the enemy the two
of you are fighting against is a primordial avatar of destruction that has been turning worlds like Astray to dust for untold eons. It's certain to
be a difficult battle no matter what, but I think the two most powerful mages in Astray working together (on the path that is explicitly
designed to reflect the "power fantasy" brand of escapism) at least have a reasonable chance.

Geomancy:

According to some legends, this was the first type of magic ever practiced in Astray, learned by watching and mimicking the very forces that
created the world.

As in, learned by ancient people watching and mimicking Aster as he was putting the world together, raising mountains and filling in lakes
and such.

Apparently a new continent had just been discovered deep in the Fairylight Sea to the south,

The very same location Aster plans to start work at the end of his route. If you believe Natsume (right eye) is real, then it's at least a
reasonable assumption to assume that he probably took someone else that fell through the Rift with him and started work on that new
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continent with them, while you were spending months at the inn. It could also just be a coincidence, though.

(This doesn't lock off his route or anything if you go on a trip with Natsume (right eye) first, just to be clear. He'd still take the player as his
true muse in a heartbeat.)

The stars in Natsume's page appear as nothing more than insignificant set-dressing for the much more prominent sun and moon motifs.

"My second [sin] was dragging you once more, this time into an illusionary fairytale world where I could forget my responsibilities, and
where you were robbed of your power and agency."

On one level, this line is Natsume (left eye) apologizing to the player for the way she uses her power and drags them into her escapism, but
on another, more meta level, it's me voicing my misgivings for the way Natsume (right eye)'s half of the story robs both the player and
Natsume herself of their agency. Taking probably the most powerful character (combat-wise) in the CYOA, and then turning her into a
peaceful, simple innkeeper for half of her story, left a slightly uncomfortable taste in my mouth. And at least prior to the CYOA's release, I
had a bit of worry regarding how players would react to suddenly being told by Natsume (right eye)'s story: "Sorry, all the spells you learned
before were fake and your magical skill isn't even remotely noteworthy." Through this lens, Natsume's worries about the worlds she conjures
mirror my own worries about my worlds as a writer.

The question of agency comes up once more at the end, via the method through which each Natsume reclaims her other eye: with Natsume
(right eye), the player works on their own time to create the eyedrops, and her eyesight is cured with no direct input on her part. With
Natsume (left eye), she simply reaches up and removes her eyepatch with her own hand, accepting and resolving to utilize her strength with
no direct input from the player. In this sense, at least, Natsume (right eye) is a passive character molded by the story around her, while
Natsume (left eye) takes it and molds it with her own hands. Does lacking this kind of self-determining agency make for a bad or
uninteresting character, if you believe (right eye) is the true Natsume? I don't know. That one kind of depends on the audience, I guess. I
personally think both of them had a unique story to tell, at least.

One more potential step into metafiction: the theater metaphors. Both Natsumes are described as actors playing a role. In light of later
stories, and if you decide to read through hers with a particularly pessimistic lens, you could take it as a hint that neither Natsume is real, as
they're both simply characters in a story. Just as with Polaris, it ultimately falls on how you decide to define the word "real" (and how you
choose to ascribe value to it.)

The source of Natsume (left eye)'s "otherworld eye" is left intentionally uncertain. "Otherworld" as in drawing power from some other world
along the Abyss? Drawing power from a world on another plane of existence? Somehow drawing power from the world of her illusions? I
think the symbolism of Natsume (left eye) accepting her power and resolving to use it for the benefit of the world is much more narratively
important than the details of where it came from, but that's a couple of the possibilities I've considered, anyways.

There's no secret hint or mystery as to which Natsume is real, by the way. Both are potentially supported by details throughout the story. At
least as far as I'm concerned, both are equally possible.

A story about impermanence and the definition of "fiction", with a nerdy, soft, passionate professor.

Magical Theory:

"In our models, the Thaum is understood to be the basic, fundamental unit of magic[...]"

Thaum is another reference to Discworld, where the fundamental magic particles of that world share the same name. (Charms and Thoths I
made up, being a named after a term related to magic and an Egyptian god associated with magic.)

★✨⭮⮥⮏⭯

A name that starts off with imagery suggesting stars, but which continues into a bunch of arrows pointing in different directions, suggesting
the idea of being lost - much like how the name of the current world started as Aster, but gradually morphed into Astray. The name of this
ancient world might have undergone a similar shift, having a stellar-themed name given to it by its Hand of Creation, before gradually
transforming into a name evocative of wandering.

"You'd almost think that someone cherry-picked you from somewhere that happens to speak a language identical to ours, haha."

"Someone" being Aster. Taking someone who didn't understand the language used throughout Astray would've made things very difficult,
particularly considering there likely wouldn't be any pre-existing translations or learning materials for other-universal languages, so he
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narrowed his search a bit.

The language used throughout most of Astray seems near-identical to English, the only major difference shown in the story being that they
apparently lack the word "desert", due to lacking the environment itself (though the different species between the two worlds would also
contribute more minor differences, like Astray lacking the word "pineapple" but having the word "fluffpuffy.") They probably don't call it
English though, since Astray didn't have the same language evolution/locations as Earth. The near-identical languages are coincidental; Aster
just searched for somebody who wouldn't have a hard time communicating in Astray.

Star motifs are utilized twice with Cirrus - first as an example of something which at first seems eternal and absolute, but which is ultimately
as impermanent as everything else. And secondly as projections in the planetarium, where the projected stars are compared to fictional
stories/characters, and how they shine more brilliantly than the "real" stars in the night sky.

Cirrus is probably the story with the second-most-extensive meta elements, after Polaris. The aforementioned projected stars poke at the
story itself, and how the characters within "shine brighter" than those found in reality - someone like Ruby in reality would need a lot more
than one vacation to even begin their healing process, someone like Aster would probably be much more insufferable, someone who lived
and died through the kind of life Phoebe did would probably be much more difficult to interact with on a basic level, and so on. The
metaphor goes further in comparing the kind of grand, "clean" characterizations in a work of fiction with the same kind of aggrandizing done
by those who write history - essentially saying "yes, this story - and fiction in general - isn't strictly 'realistic', but a large body of nonfiction is
often similarly unrealistic." In a great many cases, both are written to fit a narrative.

The story Cirrus reads at the end also leans heavily on the fourth wall. In a story and style of writing partially inspired by The Little Prince, it
describes the narrator landing in a desert - a type of environment and a word that doesn't exist on Astray, outside of this book. (There's not
any intended deeper meaning as to why Astray lacks deserts in particular. I just happen to hate them. Deserts suck.) Based on the existence
of the word "desert", it can be presumed that the narrator crashed somewhere on Earth. This book is, at least nominally, a fantasy/fiction
book, setting up a sort of "fictional symmetry" where our world and Astray are each considered fictional in the other. It also plays with how
the projected stars metaphor blurred the lines between fiction/nonfiction, depicting a book which, in-universe, is considered to be fictional,
but which from the CYOA reader's perspective depicts a kind of environment which we know to be nonfictional.

Hands of Creation

That's Aster. He created the world that would be come to be known as Astray, but if you take the library's story at face value, then many
other Hands of Creation existed before him, having created numerous different worlds. (Aster himself isn't aware of any of this, or of the
existence of a "Hand of Destruction.")

known as the Hand of Destruction, as the Contrast (See Natsume), or simply as The End (See Polaris)

The entity most commonly referred to as the Demon Lord in Natsume's story is, on one hand, a primordial avatar of chaos responsible for
the destruction of countless worlds, but on another hand, is also a personification of The End of a story - something that the characters of
the story themselves could never overcome, but which the reader/player just might.

Taking the names and roles of the Hands of Creation and Hand of Destruction, together with the meta stuff from before, we arrive at more
metafictional symbolism: the world currently known as Astray, previously known as Aster, ★✨⭮⮥⮏⭯, and countless other names, being
symbolic of an artist's (or writer's, or so on) filled canvas, the story and worlds they've created; the empty rubble left behind by the Hand of
Destruction as an empty canvas, prime for a new creation; and the Hands of Creation and Destruction being symbolic of a creator's hands
themselves, endlessly beginning and ending new works. However much a creator creates and builds onto their stories, they must also
eventually bring those stories to an end - the same hands that begin a story must eventually end it.

Of course, a big theme throughout many of Hearts Adrift's stories is "the end isn't really the end." When Aster brings the player into this
world through the Rift, he starts an event that might just end the recurring cycle of physical destruction (assuming you take the library story
at face value), but also brings in a reader that can continue thinking about the story and imagining the rest of it, even after the original work
ends.

(All of this is probably starting to make Aster sound like some kind of self-insert, but he's no more a self-insert than any of the other
characters. Probably less than most of them, really. He's more supposed to represent the concept of creation/artists than any particular
individual.)

The Hanged Man - Cirrus

Wikipedia: Wisdom, circumspection, discernment,[...]intuition, divination, prophecy[...]higher learning or an enlightenment

In a sense, it represents freedom from the ground and earthly troubles, matching Cirrus' somewhat lackadaisical philosophy towards history
and inevitability - the one who accepts their inevitable end can be said to be "free" from it. His entire travel destination, as well as his
character in a metaphorical sense, hang suspended in the sky, free from the shackles of gravity and everyday worries. And in a more direct
sense, there's Rainrise Archipelago, the islands (themselves hanging far above the ground) with upside-down rain, the upwards rain being



experienced similarly to how one hanging upside-down might experience it.

One last thing that I think is interesting here. If you take the physical principles of eternal recurrence to their logical extreme, then with truly
infinite time, any combination of particles in a given area - and any sequence of such combinations - is not only possible, but certain. In other
words, given infinite time, not only can anything happen - everything will happen.

With infinite time, it would mean that if you looked far enough back into Astray's past, you'd potentially see worlds identical to the Earth we
know. And if you assume our own universe is eternal (perhaps, after undergoing a big rip/big crunch/other ending, spending a very long
time dormant before quantum fluctuations kickstart another big bang), then the reverse would be true.

It's vanishingly, impossibly unlikely that, if I were to snap my fingers and say an incantation, the air particles would arrange themselves in
such a way as to spontaneously combust and create a fireball...but on the subatomic level - where everything is governed by probability, not
certainty - if you have infinite monkeys on infinite typewriters, then eventually such a fireball will occur, after untold ages. And if you have
infinite teams of infinite monkeys on infinite typewriters typing forever, then eventually, you'll end up with worlds where freak-chance
seemingly-impossible fireballs and other "magic" phenomena are the norm, as in Astray. It's effectively impossible that we'd ever experience
them, but they'd still exist, an unimaginable amount of time and/or distance away from us. (Very far outside of the observable
universe/outrageous numbers like "in a googolplex years" probably don't even scratch the surface)

Given truly infinite time or space (not guaranteed in our universe, but possible), "fantasy" and "fiction" are just words. Infinity is cool.

A tragedy of misery, hatred, and vengeance. Though on many levels, I was really only depicting these things, rather than creating a
commentary on them - the story is meant to neither condemn nor support the actions of Phoebe or any of the other unnamed characters. It
depicts a tragedy, but if there's any deeper lesson to be gleaned from it, that's left to the reader.

She looks from the tide pool, to the stars, and then back to the tide pool, and she finds no reason, no deeper meaning, for either of them.

This refers to a quote from The Log From the Sea of Cortez by John Steinback:

It is advisable to look from the tide pool to the stars and then back to the tide pool again.

In its original usage, the tide pool represented scientific rigor, hard facts, what there is, while the stars represented more holistic things, faith,
what could be. In the context of Phoebe's story, the tide pool is meant to represent the hard facts of the story, the events of the plot as they
occur, while the stars are meant to represent the meaning behind those events, the reasons and themes for them.

Phoebe's rejection of both tide pool and stars before she takes her life can be interpreted as a statement somewhere along the lines of
"screw this story, and screw whatever deeper 'meanings' it's supposed to represent; they've both caused me nothing but pain." (Phoebe
herself might say something like that, if she were aware of the same things Polaris is.)

So while it might be possible to glean some other themes from her story, I think the biggest player is the rejection of themes and deeper
narrative meanings altogether. Her misery was, for the most part, just misery - and she eventually finds a happy, or at least bittersweet
ending, without any deep story themes to guide her there.

Death - Phoebe

Wikipedia: End, mortality, destruction, corruption[...]somnambulism; hope destroyed

Typically, the card is a bit more symbolic and doesn't literally foretell a death, but just as Phoebe's story attempts to reject "higher meaning",
so too does her card. Sometimes Death is just a death; sometimes a tragedy is just tragedy.

A small metafictional bit towards the end:

"You're not even from this world anyways, so you don't count! You're a ghost watching it from the outside..." - she gives a broad smile,
somehow warm and razor-sharp at the same time - "...just like me."

Taken in a literal (and slightly pessimistic) sense, the reader really is just a ghost watching the world from the outside. Phoebe herself just
meant it in the sense of the player having come from a different world, though.

Phoebe's existence as a ghost is heavily equated with memories, and if not for the "memory magic" featured in the story, it's possible she
may not have come back as a ghost at all. This follows the role of ghosts in real life - ghosts are nothing more than the memories that the
living have of those that have passed on, come back to haunt them and engulf them like a rising tide. (At least if you're a skeptic like I am,
anyways. Nothing wrong with anyone who wants to believe in real ghosts in the most literal sense.)

Phoebe, in-story, is a "real" undead creature, but the source of her undeath references the closest equivalent our world has to "undeath" -
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undying memories.

Schrödinger stuff:

It's worth noting that, if the player doesn't pick her route, then even the stuff in her introduction on page 1 logically can't happen: the player
wouldn't be linked with her and thus wouldn't see her, so she wouldn't take particular notice of the player and take control of the guide, and
so on. There's even the potential that she never comes back as a ghost to begin with if the player doesn't pick her route, though that's less
certain. It's only upon making the choice to choose her or not choose her, by opening the box, that her fate settles in one direction or the
other.

Elsewhere, a girl watches a stray cat wandering the streets, sees it get swept up by the sea.[...]

This passage, in which the player is represented by a stray cat, is meant to show the emotional reasoning behind Phoebe's change of heart
towards the player while also playing with the Schrödinger metaphor a bit...but it's interesting to note that the fate of this cat is actually
already set in stone. By this point, the player has already seen Phoebe plenty of times, which means that they logically must go to the train
station with her later and be linked to her to be able to see her - otherwise it'd be a time paradox. This lines up somewhat with the structure
of the CYOA itself - choosing or not choosing Phoebe was a choice given to the player that could go either way, but Phoebe saving the player
from the tide happens regardless of the player's actions once they're on her route.

her thoughts fading away to empty blood and malice before becoming nothing more than seafoam on the waves

Her thoughts in this passage reference a common trope with ghosts, particularly vengeful ghosts, where they gradually lose their human
qualities and reasoning as time goes on, and just become violent, confused, formless mist. Having nobody to communicate with for a very
long time, and being thoroughly steeped in spite, Phoebe is already pretty unstable by the time the player meets her. The fear of falling
victim to this trope and losing herself entirely is enough to convince her to make a real effort to talk to the player, though the road's still
rather bumpy.

(A connection can be made here with real-life depression and other mental illnesses, where those without proper support systems can often
undergo a similar descent into spite and hatred of everything around them, albeit usually on a less extreme scale.)

The sounds of waves and water in Phoebe's background music are obvious enough, but did you notice that you can make out some faint cat
meows in certain parts of it, too? I didn't notice until I had listened to it plenty of times, so I thought it might be worth noting here. I think it's
pretty cool.

Frankenstein is the Monster

Some background: The author of the novel Frankenstein, Mary Shelley, never knew her mother, who had died shortly after giving birth to
her. Many view her novel Frankenstein as being a sort of metaphor for her own life, with Frankenstein's Monster being a truly motherless
child. The novel portrays the monster in a sympathetic light, where it speaks eloquently, acts in a gentle manner, and seeks acceptance, but
ultimately is rejected by the world that created it.

You can draw some connections with Phoebe, who has only faint vestiges of memory of her mother - and who likely feels rejected by her -
and later became something of a monster herself. The name is a good description for the Curse it entails, but it also makes reference to
Phoebe's backstory.

(The actual role of Phoebe's mother is left vague in the story - it's possible that she abandoned Phoebe not out of rejection, but necessity,
being incapable of caring for Phoebe herself. Phoebe can't remember what kind of face her mother made when she last saw her. But
Phoebe needed some kind of villain, some precipitating factor she could blame for her misery, and her mother was the one who filled the
role.)

"Used to be a living human, and good riddance all that's over and done with."

"You have no home and no place in this world, so it's not like it even matters if you die."

"I've checked them, and plenty of other things, too. If there's a way to double-kill me, then I haven't found it yet, at least."

"I barely sleep, anyways. That's not even a ghost thing; I didn't sleep much when I was alive, either."

Early foreshadowing about Phoebe's backstory and eventual death. Simple, seemingly-harmless comments can sometimes take on more
serious meanings when viewed in hindsight.

"Did you know that just a few short years after my death, revolutions erupted basically everywhere in Astray that redistributed all the
wealth, essentially eliminated poverty, and actually brought the homeless population in the world to 0?"

Aster was behind those, cleaning up the world from behind the scenes in preparation for your arrival. He wasn't in time to save Phoebe,



though. The world of Astray in the present could perhaps be described as "borderline utopian", but plenty of people like Phoebe probably
suffered a great deal before this upheaval.

The town might have showed remorse after Phoebe's death. The train station she intended to bring the player to is no longer running, and
it's possible that it simply fell into obsolescence. But it's also possible that the incident with Phoebe, and subsequent discovery of a drowned
corpse with a mangled leg, caused people to step back and take a look at things, and eventually put the train company out of business. (It's
also possible that her body was swept out to sea and nobody thought of her again. By the time she meets the player, I think she might be
too spiteful to care much either way.)

In any case, if Phoebe were to be "healed" and her hauntings stopped, I think Tidal Terrace Town would be a fairly pleasant seaside town,
after the changes Aster brought about. Phoebe had a very awful, miserable life, but the world is kinder now, and this town could be, too.

Phoebe's ending is meant to be intentionally ambiguous - you can use your new powers to tear the world apart with her and become
monsters together, or try to "heal" her and remind her what it means to be human again - whichever you like. I doubt she'll actually come
around to liking humans any time soon, but her blistering, violent hatred could probably be softened to subtle mockery; and her wanton
violence softened to pranks and petty thievery, if the player spent a bit of time with her. Should the town - and the world with it - be forgiven
and allowed to heal and blossom anew, or burned to the ground?

The ending of a story; a story about endings.

Polaris isn't a name that I picked out myself. The name, along with almost all other aspects of her character (meta-melancholy included),
came to me in a series of recurring dreams.

From Polaris' introduction:

The imagery you have of her is mere puppetry, shadows on a cave wall.

A reference to Plato's Allegory of the Cave, where people chained to a cave wall are shown shadow images of objects as they pass in front of
a flame; the people accept these shadows as reality, for they know no other. The connection is that I, as a writer, describe the world to the
reader as best I can - but these descriptions are both imperfect compared to truly experiencing a world yourself, and ultimately filtered
through my own perceptions even before I've typed a single word. A world in my head is cast against a flame to create shadows, and those
shadows ultimately become a world in your head. Such is the tragedy of writing.

"Ceci n'est pas un soda."

Reference to The Treachery of Images by René Magritte, a painting commonly interpreted as arguing that the artistic depiction of something
is not equal to the real thing. Polaris can be a bit of a pessimist at times.

The star motifs come front and center on this page, now as black holes - the ultimate fate of many stars - signaling the story's ending, and
reinforcing the idea that "everything, no matter how permanent it may seem, will eventually reach its end." The scenery can be a bit
pessimistic at times, too.

絵空事 ("esoragoto") is an uncommon Japanese word that can be variously translated as "fantasy", "fiction", "fabrication", "falsehood", or
"pipe dream." The individual meanings of the characters 絵, 空, and 事 are approximately "painting", "sky", and "thing/event." Taken
altogether, you roughly get "painted sky things" as the underlying meaning of the individual characters...reminiscent of how the individual
words in the following paragraphs talk about painted skies, but when taken together, they resolve into a discussion on the nature of fantasy
and fiction.

絵空事 is also my favorite word, so when I saw the opportunity to add it in there, I just couldn't resist.

Mise en Abyme

Is the formal name for the technique of placing a copy of an image within itself - invoked literally with that option's image, but also by having
a computer within the story that has a copy of Hearts Adrift up on its screen, presumably in a similarly infinite sequence.

The term literally translates to "placed into abyss." My previous CYOA, Abyss Diver, also dealt with infinity...and one of my major intended
themes for the Abyss itself was "rejection of the mundane and normal; sinking ever deeper into escapism." From a certain angle, by rejecting
the options that Polaris presents as "real" and choosing Mise en Abyme, you could argue that you're "choosing the CYOA's escapism over
reality."

Polaris



Of course, if you're pessimistic/skeptical of Polaris' claims to reality, you could argue that ALL of her options do the very same, and that none
of them are meaningfully real. Conversely, if you're on the optimistic side, you could argue that ALL of the CYOA's options are real in a
meaningful way, not just Polaris'. My intent isn't to chastise the player for their choices, just to make them think on what those choices mean
to them. Mise en Abyme isn't "wrong"; it's just another choice.

A gentle wind drifts between the two of you, carrying stardust that shimmers and gleams in her dark hair as it flows by; sketching out
another night sky, another world - before the wind subsides, the dust falls, and this momentary universe meets its end.

Polaris believes that our world - the "real world" - is the work of another, and frames Astray as being another "layer" after that, as a work
within our world. This "momentary universe" is intended to represent another hypothetical "layer" after that, another work and reality
situated within Astray. It doesn't have the same level of detail or focus given to it as Astray (or our world, if you accept Polaris' theories), but
does that make it less "valid" as a reality? It's stars all the way down.

Could the boundaries of reality look the other way, could all the world's magpies come together to form a bridge, just for one moment?

A reference to the legend of the Chinese Qixi Festival (or, if you watch a lot of anime, you might be more familiar with the Japanese variant
Tanabata, which features a very similar legend. Korea and Vietnam have similar festivals, too.) It features anthropomorphized versions of
two stars of the Summer Triangle, Altair and Vega, as lovers banished to opposite sides of the Milky Way, depicted as a literal river. Once a
year, a flock of magpies comes and forms a bridge across the starry river, allowing the two lovers to meet for a day, before they must part
once more.

Given the liberal use of star metaphors throughout the CYOA, the fact that Polaris herself shares the name of a star, and the fact that reality
itself stands between her and the player, it felt like an apt reference. The Summer Triangle itself appears in the icons of her "windows",
alongside Ursa Minor, a constellation that the star Polaris is found in.

(One note that I think is interesting, at least. The current northern pole star is Polaris, but thanks to the precession of the equinoxes -
something briefly referred to on Cirrus' page, where it noted how even the stars turn over the ages - in about 11,700 years, Vega will be the
northern pole star instead. I think that's kind of interesting.)

Every life will someday come to an end. (Lily's story symbolically, Phoebe in a more direct and literal manner) Every dream is awoken
from. (Natsume) Every society, no matter how powerful, will eventually collapse. (Cirrus) Every star that grows large enough becomes a
black hole, and even those will one day dissipate into oblivion. (Polaris)

I wanted to include small references to all the characters here, but it felt too forced and long-winded, so I focused instead on the stories with
the strongest themes of "the end of one thing and the beginning of another." It's a common theme throughout the CYOA, and that's the note
I wanted to end the CYOA on - "The End isn't really the end."

The World - Polaris

Wikipedia: voyage, route, emigration, flight, change of place[...]The World represents an ending to a cycle of life, a pause in life before the
next big cycle beginning with the fool

Polaris' story puts the world of the CYOA into perspective in a way that none of the other characters quite could, but the most important
aspect here is how, in tarot, The World represents the ending of a cycle...but one that will start anew with The Fool, rather than an absolute
end. There's a bit about The Fool card, representing the player, that I'd like to note here too:

The Fool - the player

Wikipedia: In many esoteric systems of tarot card interpretation, the Fool is interpreted as the protagonist of a story, and the Major Arcana
is the path the Fool takes through the great mysteries of life. This path is known traditionally in cartomancy as the "Fool's Journey"[...]In the
Rider-Waite Tarot deck and other esoteric decks made for cartomancy, the Fool is shown as a young man, walking unknowingly toward the
brink of a precipice.

This page's travel destination is known as Terminal Precipice, and the page - as well as the CYOA as a whole - ends with an image of a stony
precipice as the backdrop. Polaris' page - and by extension, perhaps the CYOA as a whole - was leading towards this precipice, which The
Fool - the player - was unknowingly walking towards the brink of on their Journey.

There's a couple different intended meanings of the ending precipice. The first is that it's a literal depiction of the namesake Terminal
Precipice, literally ending (terminating) the CYOA itself, or at least what I wrote.

Looking at it from the tarot perspective, it's a direct affirmation of "the end isn't really the end" - showing the tarot cycle begun anew with
imagery from The Fool, with the implication that "the next story begins with you, The Fool, the player."

And looking at the imagery itself, the cliff hangs over a transparent background, while the "last" word of the story, "beginning", hangs over
transparent, empty space. The word "beginning" is outside of the CYOA proper, which condenses into a metafictional statement of something



like "the end of the CYOA as written is only the beginning of the real story" or "the empty space beyond what's already written isn't a
meaningless void; it's a canvas waiting to be filled."

The cliff is an imagery-heavy part of the CYOA, intended to provide closure to some of the CYOA's biggest overarching themes, while
combining the three major narrative aspects seen throughout it – the literal, the metaphorical, and the metafictional. The page is very
melancholic on the whole, but the ending was intended to be one of hope and meaning, not of empty nihilism. I can tell you that my answer
to the final question, at least, was an honest, heartfelt "yes."
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